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Six Candidates
Be Voted On At
Sunday Vespers
Six candidates for offices in the
YMCA will be voted on this Sunday by the cadets attending the
Vespers services to be held after
dinner and supper. Ballots will be
distributed at both services, and
three officers will be elected: A
president, vice-president, and secretary. Two candidates are running for each office.
Nominees for president are
Henry Grimball, architecture '44
from Johns Island, and John E.
Webb, civil engineering '44 from
Bishopville.
Candidates for vice-president are
Bob Carpenter, civil engineering '44
from Thomasville, N. C, and Henry Simons, horticulture '44 from
Charleston.
The two nominees for secretary
are Bill Albergotti, civil engineering '44 from Columbia and Harold
Payne, civil engineering '44 from
Cartersville/ Ga.
The results of the election will
be released on March 11th.
Shown above are a group of the new air cadets
as they have an Informal "bull session" with
Clemson cadets in front of the Barracks No. 8

during one of their free moments after supper
Tuesday night. Both groups seemed to enjoy the
session immensely.

Arrival Of Air Corps Cadets
Gives Campus Rea! War Tempo
Contingent Of 249
Trainees Now Housed
In Barracks No. 8
The first contingent of 249 Army
Air Corps Cadets arrived on the
Clemson campus last Saturday
night aboard a special train from
Miami -Beach, and the college
grounds has already taken on the
appearance of a regular army
•training center.
Captain
Seaborn H. Mosely,
Commanding Officer for the detachment has his offices on the
second floor of the field house.
Added to his staff are Medical
Officer, First Lieutenant George E.
Thibault of Syracuse, N. Y., Commandant of Students, First Lieutenant Gene B. Joseph of Wheeling, W. Va., and Technician 5th
grade Napierski, formerly stationed
at Shaw Field.
Enlisting in the Reserve Corps
last September, and called to active duty on February 5, the trainees were sent directly from their
homes to Miami Beach.
The men, who live in Barracks
No. 8, although having fewer privileges than the Clemson cadets,
will operate on the same reveille
and meal schedule. "Lights out"
will go into effect at 10:00 p. m.
No furloughs will be. granted to
these students, Captain Mosely
said, except in case of extreme
emergency. They will be confined5
to the area of the campus that
lies south of the main highway for
a period of one month.
This group of men, who eat in
the small north mess hall, and consume the same food as the rest of
the students here, furnish their
■ own waiters. Other than this,
there will be no K. P. duty.
The majority of the trainees
come from Pennsylvania, Ohio, and
New York. One of the students,
Bill Sanders, is from Anderson. He
was former editor of the Anderson
High School "Yellow Jacket".
On Monday
through
Friday
nights from seven until nine, all
air corps cadets will be permitted
to consult with ministers at an office in the field house. Reverend J.
A. Pinckney, Episcopal rector, will
hold consultations
on
Monday
nights; Reverend S. J. L. Crouch,
Presbyterian minister, on Tuesday
nights; Reverend John M. Donelon, Catholic rector on Wednesray
nights; Reverend Boyce K. Brooks,
Baptist
minister
on Thursday
nights; and Reverend E. W. Hardin, Methodist minister, on Friday
nights.
First in the line of entertainment for the students will be a
dance in the Y. M. C. A. Saturday
night. Girls will come from Anderson and Greenville for the affair.

Campus Drive To
Conclude Book
Campaign Here
The Victory Book Drive draws
to a close on Sunday, according to
Professor John D. Lane, chairman
of the drive. Biggest effort of the
drive will be the house to house,
campaign, staged with the assistance of the Boy Scouts, which will
go on from 5 to 7 tomorrow afternoon.
The number of books collected
to date, according to Miss Cornelia
Graham, College Librarian, is approximately 600. Bob Buchanan,
president of Tiger Brotherhood, local honorary
service fraternity,
says that the total for the cadet
corps is about 100 volumes.
All book CIUDS and other organizations are reminded that this is
the last week of the drive.
•Group games, if in good condition, are also wanted by the committee.
Here is a list of what they want:
1. Current best sellers — book of
the month, Literary Guild, and
other book club selections.
Fiction and non-fiction published not
earlier than 1930.
2. Adventure and Westerns, Detective and Mystery. Camp librarians say these two types are most
popular. Give as many of these
as you can spare or buy one to
give.
3. Humorous books, small sized
editions of popular titles. Pocket
books, books of jokes, humorous
stories, anecdotes, cartoons. Group
games if in good condition.
4. Technical books
published
since 1935 in the fields of
Architecture
Aeronautics
Chemistry
Drawing
Machine mechanics designs
Mathematics
Mechanical drawing
Meterology
Military science
Navigation
Photography
Physics
Radio
Shop mechanics.
Take your books to the college
library.

Awards Be Presented
By Royce To Sloan

DR. M. T. RANKIN

Former Prisoner
Of Japs To Speak
Dr. M. T. Rankin, secretary of
Baptist Mission Work in the
Orient, will speak at the Clemson
Baptist Church on March 10, at 7
o'clock. He will be accompanied by
R. H. Falwell, State Baptist Student Secretary.
Dr. Rankin will tell of being held
as a prisoner at the hands of the
Japanese government for
five
months in the Stanley prison at
Hong Kong, China. This story
should be particularly interesting
because Stanley prison has been
made famous by the fact it is one
of the .worst of the Japanese prisons.
Few men are as well qualified
to speak on the present situation
in the Orient as Dr. Rankin, since
most of this great missionary's
life has been spent there.
In his
mission work throughout Japan
and neighboring countries Dr. Rankin has visited in the sparsely
populated regions.

HOLLAND-BROWN
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Holland of
Seneca announce the marriage of
their daughter, Vesta Louise to
William Fred Brown of Walhalla
and Portsmouth, Virginia. The
wedding took place recently.
Mr. Brown is
a former student
of Clemson, and the couple will
make then- home in Portsmouth,
where the bridegroom is employed
in the Navy Yard.

Clemson Airman
Honored By Navy
Ensign G. L. Wrenn, former
Clemson student and native of.
Charlotte, N. C, recently received
the Distinguished Flying Cross and
the Air Medal.
Five blazing Jap bombers have
hurtled to their doom in the Pacific
under the gun-sight of Ensign
Wren. He has received two citations for gallantry; one for action
in the Solomons, and another for
extraordinary achievement near
the Santa Cruz Islands.
Wrenn, twenty-five-year-old hero
and native of Greenwood, was heralded in the following official
Navy statement released by Admiral Halsey, Goiwrnantter of tpe
U. S. Pacific Fleet.
"With great skill, determination,
boldness, and utter disregard for
his own personal safety, Ensign
Wrenn intercepted and shot down
four Japanese torpedo bombers
which were proceeding to attack
our forces. His courageous conduct
and valorous actions contributed
largely to he heavy damage inflicted upon the enemy."
Upon the completion of his second year, G. L. Wrenn withdrew
from school.
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Tau Beta Pi, National Fraternity
For Engineers, Selects Fifteen
Members Named Into
Frat On Basic High
Grade Point Ratio

Alber Delivers
Chapel Address
On Churchill
Louis J. Alber, prominent lecturer of Cleveland, Ohio, delivered
a talk on Winston Churchill during the chapel program last Tuesday. When not on lecture tours
himself, Mr. Alber's occupation is
booking
prominent and internationally known people to appear on
lecture tours in this country and
Canada. It was during one of
these tours that he became well
acquainted with the famous British statesman.
During Winston Churchill's tour
of the United States and Canada
in 1930, it was Mr. Alber's job to
accompany him and to act as his
adviser concerning public relations.
He was with the prime
minister constantly, and had an
excellent opportunity to observe
the qualities which have made
Churchill respected by millions.
"Winston Churchill's
greatest
gift is his oratorical prowess. As
a public speaker, he is a genius.
This is remarkable considering
that he has had to overcome a
physical infirmity of the throat.
The prime minister's sparkling
personality even eclipses his oratory as the principal reason for his
unswerving popularity with the
peoples of the United Nations. He
has the faculty of impressing everyone who comes in contact with
him of his brisk manner and almost puzzling impatience."
Following his address to the cadet corps, Mr. Alber continued upon his lecture tour of the South,
•the next .stop of his itinerary Being Macon, Georgia. Prior to his
visit to Clemson, he addressed the
Anderson Rotary Club.

Blue Key Formal
Initiation Is Held

Tau Beta Pi, national honor fraternity for engineers, ^ Wednesday
evening tapped fifteen outstanding
members of the junior class, W. H.
Parks, president announced today.
Membership is based on high scholastic standing.
The new members are: W. G. Albergotti, civil engineering of Columbia, T. C. Armour,
electrical
engineering of Eastover, G. H. Bradley, mechanical engineering of New
Smyrna, Fla., R. C. Brown .electrical engineering of Belmont, Mass.,
J. R. Dickson, electrical engineering of Greenville, E. E. Dodson, mechanical engineering of Columbia;
J. K. Fairey, mechanical engineering of St. Matthews, E. Hutto, electrical engineering of St. George; F.
W. Leitner, mechanical engineering of Aiken, and W. M. McKnzie,
electrical enineering of Lake City.
Also D. P. McLaurin, mechanical
engineering of Cheraw; B. C. McWhite, electrical engineering of Abbeville; R. H. Parks, electrical engineering of Greenwood; R. Rawson,
mechanical
engineering of
Cincinnati, Ohio; and M. A. Shecut, civil engineering
of Orangeburg.
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GEORGE W. CRANE

eorge Crane, Author, To Speak
In Chapel Meeting On Wednesday
Pershing Rifles
To Pick Freshmen
And Sophomores

The formal
initiation
of six
members of Blue Key, national service organization, who were tapped
last fall took place at a banquet
held last Friday in the mess hall.
Among the honored guests were
Dr. R. F. Poole, Dr. D. W. Daniel,
Professor B. E. Goodale, Mr. P. B.
Clemson Named One Holtzendorff, Mr. J. C. Littlejohn,
J. H. Woodward, Captain R. L.
Of Eight Outstanding Mr.
Norrell.
Eliminations for Pershing Rifles
The six new members
of Blue
Colleges In Nation
Key are L. W. Milford, Jr., R. L. national military society for under^
J. R. Derrick, L. S. classmen, will begin this week. AcClemson has been designated by Buchanan,
the War Department as one of the Ligon, J. B. Manly, and J. R. Mc- cording to Captain Nance there will
eight most outstanding military Rae.
be some twenty-odd
second year
colleges in the nation.
men
chosen,
together
with
the usAt the same time, the War Deual group of about sixty freshmen.
partment ruled that sophomores,
In the coming week an apporjuniors, and seniors shall continue
tunity will be given to all concerntheir studies. Those over eighteen
ed to practice for the final eliminwill register ifor selective service
ations. Assurance has been given
and under a formula to be worked
that the boys will be chosen on a
out by the War Manpower comvery strict basis.
mission will be permitted to conMerits have already been given
tinue their military education.
At a meeting held Tuesday night, to a few boys who, by their interOther colleges on the high rating Paul Aughtry, mechanical engineer- est and ability, have proved themlist are The Citadel of Charleston, ing '44 of Charlotte,
was elected selves worthy of recognition. HowVirginia" Military Institute in Lex- president of Gamma Kappa Alpha, ever, there is still a good possibility
ington, Va., Georgia Military Aca- fraternity for North Carolina boys for those who have not yet turned
demy of College Park, Ga., Mor- at Clemson.
out.
wich University of North field, Va.,
C. M. Greer, mechanical engiPennsylvania, Military College of neering '44 of Charlotte, was seChester, Pa., Virginia, Polytechnic lected vice-president, Harold Jones, Two Lieutenants Are
Institute of Blacksburg, Va., and textile engineering '45 of Gastonia,
Texas A. & M. College of College was named as secretary and treas- Commended For Valor
Station, Texas.
urer, and Tom Morris, civil engiLt. T. D. Fulmer textile chemneering '44 of Hickory, was elected
istry '39 and Lt. H. M. Crouch agPublicity Manager.
riculture '39, have been commended
Lt. Stokes Awarded
The purpose of Gamma Kappa
for valor with advanced Amei'ican
Alpha
is
to
promote
fellowship
Medal By Air Corps among the boys who are from North troops at Sananada in the New
Guinea sector.
Carolina.
First Lt.
Woodrow Harold
Lt. Fulmer led a patrol into the
The following cadets were selectStokes, vocational agricultural
ed as pledge s to the
fraternity. Japanse lines, one of the memeducation '40, has been awardThey will undergo an informal ini- bers of which was killed; three
ed the United States air metation for one week beginning to- wounded, and himself pinned down
dal for "duty performed skillmorrow. They are Tom Good of by heavy Japanese gun fire. Fulfully over a long water flight."
Charlotte, Carl Fearries of Char- mer behaved with coolness until
Stokes, who was group navilotte, Louis Ratchliffe of Charlotte, found by an American scout and
gator for a group of bombers,
Ernest Allen of Charlotte, Burton was eventually rescued.
led them to the target within
Lt. Crouch commanded a maMitchell of
Mt. Holly, freshmen
one minute of the time set. Beand Bill Ruddock of Kings Moun- chine gun and mortar support to
fore his entrance into the army
tain, and Bob Carpenter of Thom- the American forces in the same
Lt. Stokes taught in the Olanarea.
asville, Juniors.
ta high school near Greer.

In the general assembly at Columbia last week, a concurrent C. D. A. Presents New Type Of Dance—
resolution was
adopted inviting
Major General Ralph Royce to present the Siilver Star and Purple
Heart posthumously
to Captain
Raymond A. Sloan, agronomy '39,
of Marion, in the presence to the
house and senate on March 16.
Something new
in
Clemson
A tea dance Saturday afternoon
The Silver Star was awarded for dances will be tried next week end, will be free to everybody.
his "gallantry in action" and the March 12-13, when the CDA preGirls will be quartered in the
Purple Heart for the wounds which sents Its first "Strictly Informal." field house annex at the usual
led
to
his
death.
George Benjarnine Greene, Jr.,
The dance will not replace Ring rates, placing chairman John Dergeneral science '35 of Anderson, has
Dance, Taps, Athletic Ball, or any rick said. Since only a limited
WILDER-SMITH
been promoted from the rank of
other dance on the schedule, Presi- number of dates may be placed in
major to that of a lieutenant coloMr. and Mrs. Herbert P. Wilder, dent Tom Stanley assured. Pur- the field house, cadets are advised
nel in the Air Corps of the United has announced the engagement of pose of the hop is to provide add- to sign the dance roster as soon
States Army.
their daughter, Joan Starr Wild- ed entertainment in- the Clemson as possible.
Lt. Col. Greene is now stationed er, to Midshipman Emory N. Smith, social calender for cadets who are
Prices for the three-dance series
in New Guinea with a pursuit plane Jr., of Greenville.
finding it difficult to get away will be $1 each night, with no block
unit.
Midshipman Smith attended from the campus on week ends.
tickets sold. The tea dance SatPrior to his foreign duty assign- Clemson,
37-41 and graduated
Jungaleer music will be the or- urday afternoon will be free to all
ment a year ago, he was stationed from Furman, in '42. He is a mem- der of the day, with both nights in- comers.
at Langley Field, Va.
ber of Sigma Aliha EosUSon.
formal. Stanley said. '
Since the emphasis is on inform-

Greene Is Now
A Lt. Colonel

MARCH

Aughtry To Head
"Tar Heel" Club

Dr. George W. Crane, well known
author, will speak in the college
chapel on March 10. Dr. Crane is
author of several books and creator of "Test Your Horse Sense"
which appears daily in many papers throughout the nation. Twenty million people read this and his
other newspaper columns each day.
Dr. Crane holds five college degrees, including an A. M., a Ph. D.
and an M. D. He is a member of
the American Medical Association
and many other national fraternities. He is a professor of psychology at Northwestern University,
which uses., his book, "Psychology
Applied". This volume is also used
the world over.
Dr. Crane has made numerous
talks in the past including the
famous Shorewood lecture and his
address before the National Safety Council on the topic "Horsepower versus Horse Sense".

Glee Club Votes
For Suspension

Twelve seniors
received
their
diplomas at the end of last sem;
ester. G. ,E. Mete, re? 1
: today.
The men are Luther E. Gatlin,
textile engineering
of Newberry,
Frank A. George, mechanical engineering of Hegleton, Pa., Paul R.
Hambright, vocational agricultural
education of Grover, Tom M. Horton, pre-medicine
of pendleton,
and Robert H. Jaudon, general science of Spartanburg.
Also Jim Kelley of Liberty, Joel
E. Keys, general science of Greenville, Josef I. Reece, vocational agricultural
education, of Pickens,
Edward F. Stenstrom, agricultural
education of Wauchula, Fla., Goody
G. Thomas, mechanical engineering of Rock Hill, Edward T. White,
general
science of Belton, Ralph
N. Zakheim, animal husbandry of
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Students To Face
Possible Service
College students
who are not
majoring in a specialized
course
and who are 18 and 19 years old
now face the prospect of and early entrance
into the service, the
Greenville draft boards said last
week.
All freshmen, and upper classmen not taking courses which will
benefit them
for the war effort,
will probably be called before the
end of the present college year.
For the
next four
or five
months, the calls will come principally from
the 18-19 age group.
Those who registered in December
will be called after the June 30
registrants.
Those students
in specialized
courses will not be drafted .provided they are at least in the third
quarter of their sophomore year.
The special courses include aeronautical
engineering, chemical
engineering, bacteriology, chemistry,
meteorology,
pre-medicine,
pre-theology,
and other courses
which will be of benefit to the war
effort after graduation from college.
*

The Clemson College Glee Club
disbanded last week, Professor E.
E. Waite, director of the chorus
said. There will be no more concerts
held this year, and the suspension
will probably hold for the duration
of the war.
Big factor in the disbanment was
the large number of boys who dropped out of chool this past month.
The Glee Club has drawn heavily
on' the two under classes for membership since its start, and it was
these classes which were hardest
hit by cadets leaving school.
Other causes for the thinning
ranks are the night classes. Professor Waite says that the first and
second tenor sections were especiThat's a gray horse of a differally depleted, so that the entire
ent color.
balance of -the chorus wes destroy—Major Martin.
ed.
The final concert given by the
All you need is a piece of paper
glee club was presented' at
the and I presume that it is vacant.
student angle.
—Hoffman,
Methodist
Church
last
Sunday
Fresh from a rousingly successful series at Presbyterian Col- morning.
All talking in ranks will cease as
lege last week, the Jungaleers are
prepared to pour out some of the Arthur Teague Made of yesterday.
—Air Corps' Sgt. Davis.
bestN music yet. Band leader "Ma"
Lieutenant
Colonel
Perkins promises the proper comLeave five lines.
bination of sweet and hot to ap—Edwards.
Arthur
S.
Teague,
electrical
enpeal to Clemson dancers.
gineering
'32,
in
a
letter
to
Hoke
I like these radio classes at ConCDA hopes are to "break even"
on the series, so as not to deplete Sloan, revealed that he had been verse.
promoted to lieutenant-colonel on
—King.
the funds available for signing a
February 1st of this year.
"name" band for Taps Ball. No
I'll tell you about hail when we
Colonel Teague was called to
profits are expected, business man- duty in '41 with the rank of first get there.
—Dr. Calhoun.
lieutenant.
ager Jackie Payne said.

"Strictly Informal" For March 12-13
ality, cadets will be urged not to
send flowers.
There will be no sponsors for
the dance series. With evening
dresses and tails ruled out, jive will
reign supreme.
If the dance is a success, Stanley said, it may be possible to arrange other "Strictly Informals"
for vacant week ends later in the
year.
When Block C voted last week
to postpone their annual frolic, CDA
men began laying plans to fill the
vacant week end. Primary object
of the series is economy from the

Creator Of Popular
Column, "Test Your
Horse Sense" Holds
Five College Degrees

Twelve Seniors
Get Diplomas
February First

TWO
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NOTHING

U OF ALABAMA CHEMISTRY SCHOOL.
HAS. THROUGH 2.9 YEARS' EXPERIENCE,
LEARNED EVERY FORMULA IN THE
QUALITATIVE- ANALYSIS BOOK. HE IS
EXPERT AT ANALYZING CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS BY SIMPLY "SMELLIW EM
TASTIM' 'EM n\\ AND 'DENTIFYIM EM.''

By JUDSON CHAPIN
Judson Chapin, still beins
to write his column due to
tack of conjunctivitis, the
this week is written by an
mous member oX the staff.

unable
an atcolumn
anony-

A great loss has overtaken this
column. It has been reported by
usually reliable rumor-mongers that
our friend and hero, Augustus
Throttlebottom, has died of
a
EDWARD L. B. OSBORNE
EDITOR
broken heart, while engaged on
HENRY M. SIMONS
CO-EDITOR foreign shores in action against
the enemy. A vile and malicious
F. MARION YOUNG
BUSINESS MANAGER tale reached his ears that the JapTHOMAS T. JENKINS
ADVERTISING MANAGER anese ^ navy had atacked and captured ' Brooklyn by an assault
JAMES C. AUSTEIX
SPORTS EDITOR through Lake Brie. Augustus was
ALBERT M. HENRY
ASSOCIATE EDITOR taken in completely by this story,
JOHN E. NORRIS
CIRCULATION MANAGER said to have originated in St. Louis
RALPH ALLISON
_
DISTRIBUTION MANAGER and having nothing more to live
WILLIAM C. SMITH
ASST. DISTRIBUTION MANAGER and fight for, he gave up the ghost
and left K. P. forever.
May his
CLAUDE J. HIPP
RADIO EDITOR
soul rest in peace and never reto haunt the streets of FlatNEWS EDITOR turn
FREDERIC W. BAKER
HE UNIVERSITY OF
bush.
WASHINGTON OFFERED!
We view with alarm the increasROBERT G. HUFFORD
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER ing ability to take care of herself
AvSPECIAL JANITORIAL
COURSE DURING THE
that the modern young girl is
Reporters: Edward L. Price, Philip W. Giroy, H. Graham Reynolds, showing. It is becoming a thing
LAST SUMMER SCHOOL
Jerome Goldln, Albert A. Dalton, William C. Kennerty.
/
of the past for a city slicker to beSESSION/
guile his empty days with harmless deceptions and light flirtaCirculation: H. G. Wilson. Howard Tabor.
tions at every stop. Too many ^***+4++*******+****<r++*+****+**+*t****+*+**++**+++*+++»+t+**+t
times he emerges from such sport
Distribution: J. S. Rogers, J. P. Garrett, J. R. Scoggins, R. L. Grigsby, with the wrong end of the gun
W. K. Stephens.
marching him along.
It is said, and with great truth,
Radio: George Stanley.
that "What Every Young Girl
Should Know" now comes in seventeen volumes, and these babes
are really doing their homework.
A modern fable to this effect is
The following editorial is a tribute paid to Ben Robertson in a
now in circulation. Little
Red
recent issue of The New York Herald. Tribune. Ben was killed last
Riding Hood, vintage 1943, was
week when the plane in which was flying crashed near Lisbon,
taking a box of Rye-Crisp and a
Portugal.
shaker of cocktails to her aged
Ben Robertson, Jr., was a Carolinian and a newspaper grandmother. She was accosted '**+*+++++*»+**++*****+***+*+*++*****+*-****++*+++******+*»+*+***$
by a big nasty wolf with a- reWhatever apprehension that campus leaders might
man. His rather soft Southern voice concealed the acute- markable resemblance to Errol
have
had about relations between the air cadets and the
ness of his courage and his limitless curiosity. These may Flynn, who politely inquired as to
her destination and plans for Sat- Clemson cadets has been very effectively dispelled.
seem to have been somewhat harsh and stringent qualities; urday night. As Red's steady was
The air corps boys came in 250 strong last week-end
but in him they were mingled with a quick, warm sym- due in on a furlough on Saturday, and the only thing we've found wrong with them is that
handed the Wolf the icy shoulpathy for all classes and kinds of mankind—a sympathy she
der and continued to Grandmoth- most of them are Yankees. But if we can keep them down
which made him as good and careful a reporter of some er's. But the Wolf risked the OPA here long enough, that'll wear off and they'll learn ■ how
ban and got there before her. By to live like Southerners.
dull local story as of the clash of empires. He roved the ways
we won't dwell on here, beOn the other side of the ledger, we've heard and seen
world, always quietly alert to its infinite variety and pe- cause of our abhorrence of blood, plenty that we liked.
pain and violence, he disposed of
culiarity. His apprenticeship was served in Hawaii and the
They're young, smart, and very friendly.
old lady. Popping into bed, he
Australia; he returned to this country to join the staff tried to assume the appearance of
They have just come here from TO EAT OR NOT TO EAT
It is not the policy of this newsof this newspaper and for five years to do much good a grandmother. But when little Miami Beach, where they were inRed Riding Hood came in, she
to comment on national polwork for it; later, as a correspondent for PM, he reported spotted him right away, having ducted about one month ago. Inci- paper
dentally, that induction station was icy unless it directly concerns the
read
the
story
of
the
original
Red
the progress of the world struggle from London and Cairo,
cadet corps, but we feel that not
Riding . Hood. She reached in her the destination of most of our own
from Moscow and New Delhi; and having rejoined the little pocketbook, pulled out her air corps reserve boys who left here to throw this out to whatever readers we may have over the state
Herald Tribune, he was setting out upon a new assign- pearl handled revolved and plug- two weeks ago.
would be foolish.
ged him neatly between the eyes.
Down there, they said, they had
The issue of Time dated March
ment when death suddenly overtook him in the crash of
Moral: Little girls aren't as easy the run of the place every after- 1, 1943, indicates that there will be
the Yankee Clipper at Lisbon.
to fool as they used to be.
noon after five and all day on a substantial reduction in the food
His manner was modest and unassuming; but among
The Air Cadets now residing at Saturday. Up here, they have been cr<|ps planted in. 1943—a reduction
the crops of American foreign correspondents—a corps our little haven of peace, drill, and put on a month quarantine. That in the face of rising prices and skydistinguished for its high standards of competence and eternal hominy grits, get a big isn't all either. Instead of the de- high demand.
We were in Dr. Poole's office
devotion—he held an outstanding place. He could talk as kick out of the mess hall public luxe hotels in which t hey were
address system. They were par- quartered in Miami, they are in Monday, talking about things in
easily and as sympathetically to a bomber crew flying ticularly
interested in the sad case the Eighth barrack, a slight come- general. Dr. Pool'e commented that
over Africa as to a commander in chief on the Burmese of the boy who pulled down two down. And insteady of an easy the food situation was going- to be
border, to a bombed-out British family as to a prime month's room arrest Monday. But day-to-day schedule, they are hit- bad and that it was going to be bad
minister, and always with a sense of the values latent be- what really gets 'em is the "to- ting an all-day-every-day combi- mainly as a result of poor organizaof drill, physical education, tion in the effort to guide farmers
hind the most casual word. His gayety and warmth of af- bacco auctioneer's chant" as de- nation
of the country into the necessary
livered by the junior staff. They class room work, and study.
fection commanded friendship wherever he went. The sit happily listening to the fine
In spite of all that, these boys, lines of production.
same qualities gave his writing a rare spark of human rhythm and lilting announcements just four weeks out of civilian life,
Some weeks ago Dr. Poole wrote
to the Secretary of Agriculture sugunderstanding. His real monument, as with all newspaper as they pour out of the speaker, are "on the ball."
They're looking forward to leav- gesting that Clemson's extension
men, is in the files; looking back over them, one finds and so far all they have under- ing,
because that'll mean they're department be used for that guidis "Rest!" And that comes
many things that might be quoted, but perhaps as good stood
one more step up the ladder to the ance in South Carolina. He pointed
out "Hess"!
an example as any is in an article on Pearl Harbor writWe are witing now for the first skies. But until that time, they're out that Clemson has a county
ten years before the Japanese attackair raids on the Eastern coast, at pretty well satisfied with the place. agent in every county of the state
The worst part of the set-up is —a county agent that knows every
"Its efficiency, its pace, bring to us a pride in our coun- which time we will immediately
the quarantine and the empty late farmer, knows. what help he has
try's achievement. None the less, the sight of it leaves transfer to UNC, where some fine afternoons.
available and what crops he can
regulations have been issued. Acone with a peculiarly depressed feeling—if .only it were cording
The officers are swell, they say, handle best.
to one issue of "Tar an'
and
the
Clemson
cadets
have
been
not so ilyllic in appearance ... if only like Gibraltar, Feathers", the local joke magaThat suggestion was brushed off.
There has been no organization,
there were the glint of iron in its eye."
zine, co-eds are bidden to observe very nice to them.
Few of the Clemson boys have and there has been no further work
That is a small example; but it is an example of ob- the following rules in case of an had
an opportunity to meet the done to encourage increased plantservation, of reporting, of the sensitivity to the underly- air raid:
(1) Are you the lonesome type? air cadets, but the ones who have ing in this state.
ing realities which typifies the American newspaper man Find the darkest corner. You liked the boys in brown very much.
Perhaps the voters of the state
There need be no further worry could have
some influence over
at his best. One can readily say that American journal- won't be alone.
(2) Wear only the briefest scan- over the air cadet-Clemson cadets whoever has the power to get
ism is the poorer for his death; one cannot so easily exrelations.
things done that need to be done.
press the sense of personal loss which he leaves among ties. The shelter may, be crowded
and clothes take up so much
his devoted friends and fellow workers.
room.
(3) Keep away from the sandbags. Or better still, keep away
from the sand, bags.
(4) Bring along lots of onions
and garlic to munch on.
In the
You Air Cadets are really a swell bunch of boys.
That's not just a snap judgment, either. We've met crowded atmosphere, this will inyour popularity.
and talked with several of you, and we were impressed sure
(5) If the raid is in the mornwith your friendliness and good humor.
ing, be sure to increase your popClemson men will find you easy to get along with, ularity by insisting that some boy
risk his life to get you that 10:30
and will, no doubt, form many new friendships with you.
We welcome you to Clemson. From now on it's your coke.
(6) If you feel a hand on your
home as much as it is ours, and we want you to like it.
Knee, don't scream. After all, it
We hope every Clemson student will make an effort might be your own hand, mightn't
to know you better. You can teach us a lot, and we may it?
This advice may well be studied
he able to help you too.
by any co-ed who wishes to achieve
Clemson is a grand place; we know, for some of us popularity but who has no time
By JERRY GOLDIN
quired for our graduation.
have lived here for almost four years. We admit that it is for a course in personality buildC. H. Culler, Orangeburg (3).
J. S. Barker, Westminster (2).
away from everything, but we have found that it is in this ing. But as it has been said since I dc not think that Clemson should I think if we were taught the esonly war essential courses, sential war courses and could rekind of place that we can really buckle down to a job- Confucius, "If all the girls at teach
school that didn't neck were gath- because if they are the only courses ceive credit for them at a later
We hope that you will find it that way too.
ered in one room, what would we taught, it will prevent many stu- date so that they could act as elecdents from graduating.
do with her?"
tives, the idea would be O. K.
John Maoldin, Greenville (3).
The case for continuing the opBill King, Lancaster (1). I can't
posite sex is well stated in the fol- I think Clemson should continue see anything for us to lose. We
lowing poem:
all its courses as long as possible. have everything to gain by it beR. W. Watson, Spartanburg (4). cause we are, without a doubt, to
I think that I shall never see
More than two thousand boys now living in barracks,
A girl refuse a meal that's free; Yes, during war times such as we be the army of tomorrow. I thorClemson cadets and Air Corps cadets, have to stand in line
A girl with hungry eyes not fixed are going through today, only es- oughly believe ini it and would like
to use one telephone. That's right, ONE!
Upon the drink that's being sential subjects should be taught. to have them.
Why the deporable situation wasn't remedied long
This is the least that could be
mixed;
Marion Greer, Greer (2). Since
done here at Clemson to help has- one-fourth of the semester has alA girl who doesn't like to wear
ago is more than we can understand.
A lot of junk to match her hair; ten the end of the war.
ready been spent in the usual circuThere seems to be no lack of telephones on the campus.
James G. Brown, Westminster lum, I think it would be the betGirls are loved by guys like me—
Practically every office and sub-office in the place has
For who in hell will kiss a tree!? (4). Emphasis should be put only ter policy to make no changes so
one.
Thought for the day: Donna Reed on the essential subjects in order that we students would lose no
- But we in barracks have to wait from one to three of Paramount can come play in our that we might soon be able to study credits.
Clyde E. Yoder, Abbeville (4).
hours to get a call from home, or to make one to any place back yard anytime, anytime at all. once more those subjects which add
pleasure to our lives.
No. A certain amount of culture is
off the campus.
H. L. Jones, Buffalo (3). Yes, one necessary to a well rounded educaAn unprecedented number of unSome of the calls are urgent, but there's no getting dergraduates at Wellesley college way to speed victory is to take the tion—war or no war. After all, the
around that line on the first floor of first barracks.
are engaged this year in volunteer essential subjects only. We can get war won't last forever.
social service.
the rest later.
C. W. Estill (2). I think it would
There's no excuse for the condition as it exists!
Edward J. Callahan, senior at
Steven Epps, Fort Mill (1). Yes, be the ideal thing to do in a time
If the telephone company claims a shortage of in- Georgetown
University, recently I am in favor of it because after like this. The quicker we get out of
struments, we insist that the need here is great enough was awarded the prize medal of the the war we can study the better. college with an education, the more
to demand priorityPhilodemic Debating society. His Essential courses will train the stu- service we can be to our country.
dent faster, and that's what Uncle
Charlie Spencer, Greenville (4).
We are interested in seeing at least one telephone in- father won the medal in 1917.
College has appoint- Sam needs to help win the war.
During the present crisis, I think
stalled in each of the nine barracks buildings now in use. edDartmouth
Dr. Chan Wing-tsit of the UniEdgar Hutto, Saint George (3).
wise to stress the more techniEven that improvement would leave more than two versity of Hawaii to a new post as As long as we are here, we might it
cal bourses. However, this proceedhundred persons using each telephone.
lecturer in Chinese culture.
as well take all of the courses re- ure is not a good practice during
Distribute of
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Talk of the

A Tribute To Ben Robertson—

Town

By KENNETH CRIBB

Welcome To Clemson, Boys—

Do YouThink That Only Essential Courses
Be Taught At Clemson?

We Need More Telephones—

Alumni
By ALBERT HENRY
From now on the Alumni Flashes
will literally be flashes. The Tiger
realizes that you service men have
very little spare time, and we hope
—thit Sergeant "Tyrone Power'"
—that Dot Furman lighted up
that by cutting this column to brief Sloan of the Commandant's staff
the dance the other night, but in
news items—promotions, marriages, seems to have come
off on the
it a little too warm,
addresses, etc.—that it will be eas- short end of the P. M. Nance deal, doing so she got
Oscar Stt.vs
ier for you to find out about your and he (Oscar) is kind a glad to
—that The'oaud, bless his slowfriends and colleagues in a few see P. M. come out on top.
leaking heart, was out-maneuvered
words. If at any time you want the
and completely surrounded last
oscar says
addresses or further news of alumi
—that from
the looks of the Saturday night in Anderson.
write to The Tiger, Alumni Secre- third finger, left hand of Clemson's
oscar says
tary J. H. Woodward, Y. M. C. A. honorary cadet colonel in Green—that he (Thebaud) had better
Secretary P. B. Holtzendorff, Coach fille last week, he (Oscir) won't get a guard for that virtue, if he
Frank Howard, or Publicity Di- have to worry about her marryin' expects to hang around nurses
rector Joe Sherman.
somebody who ain't from Clemson. much.
oscar says
The Tiger realizes that the ma- If you don't
think so, just ask
—that he (oscar) has a fine time,
jority of its 5,000 copies are read i Ligon.
but is very busy covering Greenby alumni all over the country and
oscar says
until lately, by alumni abroad. So
—that Copeland seems to be try- ville, Winthrop and Anderson on
you see how important this news ; ing to jump the gun to get those these week-ends.
oscar says—■
is to our public. Therefore, we are four diamonds by going down town
—that Soph Patterson is cerextremely glad to receive all avail- | after long roll with stooge Quillan tainly not taking advantage of his
able news about all Clemson alum- Brown, but his predecessor quickly controlling influence at Winthrop.
ni, graduates or not, in all branches whipped him in the good know as
oscar says
of the service. So write to us as af- to who s'still boss with a cool 10
—that "Kid" Leitner shouldn't
ten as you can, and it will be demerits.
have treated Jewel like he did.
gratefully received.
Oscar says
osohr says
—that
speaking
of
jumping
the
—■Roses to Maria Moss for her
Joel McMillan, horticulture '39,
guns,
the
junior
nut
boys
will
realswell
dances.
Company "K", 124th Infantry, was
oscar says
recently promoted to the rank of ly begin to get on the ball when
.—that Francis Payne of Winthey realize how many staff, first,
first lieutenant.
and supply sergeants are leaving to throp certainly pulled a stinker last
Henry L. Crouch,' vocational ag- join the Air Corps.
week-end.
ricultural education '42, was reoscar says
oscar says——
cently promoted to first lieutenant,
—why can't he (oscar) sponsor
—that the Zoo was invaded last
and is stationed with the Quar- week-end by some very disappoint- a dance like Bennett?
oscar says
termaster corps at Camp Lee, Vir- ed juniors.
—that those air cadets at Winginia.
,
oscar says
throp cramp everyone's style.
Alvin C. Foster, vocational agri—that the Zoo gals must have
osoar says
cultural education '34, has been heard that Tom Morris and Paul
—that OUR air cadets are a swell
promoted to the rank of captain in Autrey were on their way over for lot though.
the United States Army. Now he is almost all of the femmes had gone
—oscar says
stationed at a Florida bomber base. home for the week-end when they
—but he ain't never seen so many
Yankees at once.
Jake Stone Colvin, mechanical (Morris and Autrey) called.
oscar says
■
engineering '42, recently reported to
—that someone should put Quill
—that Tom should take lessons
the Greenwood (Mississippi) Army
Brown in the good know about
Air base for student officer basic from his old lady Van Dyne, be- what his company thinks of him.
training.
cause he (Van Dyne) can handle
oscar says
—that "P. M." Cheezem has
Lieutenant Harold L. Kirk of these Zoo animals as well as Buddy
Jenkins.
come through better than expectRock Hill, electrical engineering
oscar says
ed.
'35, and Biss Bernice Brandt of Du—that
McLaurin
thoroughly
reoscar says
buque, Iowa, were married in West
—that he wonders if
Walker
Palm Beach, Florida, on January deemed himself at Winthrop last
Gardiner
is
going
to Limestone to
week-end, and he (oscar) retracts
30.
all previous statements about him. look over the prospects for a date
Lieutenant Richard F. Wheeler,
oscar says
for the next dance.
vocational agricultural education
—that there have been a lot of
•
oscar says
'41, now stationed at Selman Field, hot letters in the PO since last
—that he (oscar) is wondering
Monroe, Louisiana, as navigation semester's reports have reached what old four diamonds found down
school supply officer, recently has home.
at Brenau last week-end.
oscar. says
been promoted to the rank of caposcar says
—that he heard a tale about a
—that from the looks of the
tain.
couple of seniors who got sucked
Francis M. Main, dairying '42, is Johnsonian office last week-end, in at Greenville
this past weeka cadet in the Naval Air Force it was used to good advantage.
end to take a couple of married
oscar says
Training school at Howard Col—that one prof even wanted to girls home after the USO dance at
lege, Birmingham, Alabama.
know if there was going to be a the Textile Hall.
Lieutenant Jack C. Courson's ad- Monday edition.
oscar says
—that he wishes The Tiger could
dress, dairying '42, is Co. D, 23rd
oscar says
—that Winthrop took a breathing run Milt Caniff's Army version of
Inf., A. P. O. No. 2, Camp McCoy,
spell this week-end—Breeland was Terry and the Pirates as shown in
Wisconsin.
this week's LIFE magazine.
The address of Lieutenant A. J. not there.
Snead, civil engineering '41, is: Co.
C, 47th Inf., A. P. O. No. 9, care
of P. M., New York City.
Olaf R. Duggan, electrical engineering '27, wrote to The Tiger last
-week giving his and his roommate's address, Lieutenant RobinI from the profs, they feel that they
By F. X. WALLACE
inson, Battery G, 211th C. A. AIR CORPS:
I wouldn't be being patriotic to the
(AA), Vallejo, California, Mr. DugThe aviation cadets have landed j country, but rather to the state of
gan is District Representative of and we might add that they have | South Carolina since
Clemson's
the Johnson Manville Corporation, the situation well in hand.
I budget received a drastic cut for
with headquarters at Knoxville,
Sounds of "Hey Joe Ball,—Goof this year, and the state legislature
Tennessee, and his address is: Post off pierce the night air
down was responsible for the cut.— Now.
Office Box 571, Knoxville, Tenne- around eighth barracks, and
if this is pretty touchy stuff to be
see.
you're wondering who Joe Ball is, writing about .but we think that
George,' G. Durst, agricultural
he's the guy that's always out of it should be brought out in the
chemistry '30, formerly a physician
step so to speak. In plain langu- open.
in Greenwood, was promoted at
As the situation stands at presage he's the jerk of. any. outfit
Camp Sutton, North Carolina, from
ent, it's a pretty tough job for
Coble, Buhrmaster
and
your some of the profs to make ends
rank of major to that of lieutenant-colonel. This is his third pro- writer happened to be going by meet. With rising prices and everymotion since he was called to ac- eighth the night the boys arrived thing, the situation is becoming
tive duty from the Medical Corps and were invited in to snoot the worse.—This isnt a crusade to get
reserve on New Year's day, 1941. breeze. So we went on in and for the profs more money but they're
At present he is serving as medical over an hour had the best bull perfectly right when they say that
executive and operations officer of session we've seen in a 1-mg while. they would be patriotic
to the
that state rather than the nation if
a replacement unit stationed at —When we left, we *new
Camp Sutton. His brother, Lieu- they're a damn sweil bunch of they were expected to take on a
tenant W. P. Durst, textile indus- fellows.
double load without a proportionWithout a doubt the funniest in- ate increase in pay.
trial education '28, is also stationed
at this camp, and is a member of dividual we've seen in many a
Sure this
is war, but college
the camp quartermaster personnel. moon is a fellow that's tagged profs can't eat patriotism.
Lieutenant-Colonel Durst is a son Tommy Salera. He's from PittsIt's a known fact that Clemson
of Mrs. W. P. Durst and the late burgh and he kept us in stitches profs are pretty nearly the lowest
the
whole
time
we
were
there.
W. P. Durst of Greenwood.
paid in the country and to expect
Lieutenant John G. Hammond, Told us he wants to be a rear gun- them to put out twice as much
textile engineering '40, who has ner but the only hitch is that a work for the same oay is wrong.
served at Camp Croft as billeting rear gunner is repoted missing in
And while we're at it, we'd kinda
officer for several months, is now action the second the plane takes like to know why Clemson's approlocated in North Africa according off.
priation from the state was cut
to a letter received by a former
Then there's Mort Savage. He ! this year. This should be the year
Croft associate. Lieutenant Ham- spent two years at Penn State, ma- ! for it to be raised rather than cut.
mond, who is from Greenwood, is joring in Economics, and was call- —But then we're not a politician
the son of Mrs. Carey Hammond ed to active duty from '.here. He's and have no desire to be one.
of Travelers Rest.
a pretty level headed chap and
Lieutenant Jess Hardin Yarbor- is temperarily a section leader.
SIDELIGHTS:
ough, agricultural chemistry '30,
"Hunkie" and Sabzo and others
Twas a scream last Sunday v. hen
son of Mr. and Judge and Mrs., too numerous to mention were the air corps sergeant got rhe boys
James Henry Yarborough of Ches- there also, making the party comall lined'up and then yelled, "All
ter, South Carolina, has been pro- plete.
who don't want to go to church
moted to the rank of captain. He
We wanted to kn-/w all about take one
step
forward."—And
is stationed at Maxwell Field, Ala- them and they wanted ..to know
when this was done, said sgt. said.
bama. After his graduation from all about Clemson.
So after we "All right, while the others are
Clemson, he was athletic director straightened each other out we
and football coach at the Miami settled down to the serious busi- in church, you can police the area
senior high school. In June, 1942, ness of having a good time chew- around the barracks, picking up
everything that would make this
he volunteered for the air corps, ing the rag.
look
unbecoming
of a military
and was at the Miami Beach Air
The thing that all Clemson cadown
School for six weeks, after which dets should remember is that these post." —Ah yes, the boys
he was transferred to Maxwell fellows are brand new here any there - just "love" the sgt.—That's
because he's so "kind and gentle"
Field.
»
anything we can do to help them to them.
should be done.—Most of them
We'd like to nominate Mr. Alber,
normal times, for everyone should frankly admit that they expecr, to who spoke to us in chapel
last
find
a
bunch
of
wise
guys
up
here
have a well rounded education in
Tuesday, as the best speaker we've
order to get to the top in his pro- and were amazed when they ar- had here in many a moon.
He
rived to find out that we were a was dynamic as well as interesting.
fession.
W. B. Camp, Bakersfield, Cali- pretty good bunch of eggs. Nearly
How about having a parade for
fornia (3). That depends on where all thought that they'd be battling the air corps boys?—Seems like a
you put the dividing line between with us all the time, but nuick.y pretty good idea to as.—The senessential and non-essential courses. changed their minds when they ior platoon ought to whip into
There are very few subjects being found out that nearly evervone was shape again and put on a show for
taught here that are not essential wiling to help them out in any the boys. We fsc-1 pretty sure that
to the war effort. But if you are way possible.
they'd get a big kick out of it.
They're really a swell bunch and
talking about turning this into an
Bet all comers that it won't be
officer's training school—it's okay even though slight differences may long before the aviation
cadets
with me whatever the authorities arise we feel sure that they will i start hollering for Sunday movies,
be straightened out all right— and brother when they start holdecide.
George L. Stanton, Florence (4). And any time you have a
few lering, they make one helluva rackUnder the circumstances, techni- minutes off and they're around, et.'
cal courses should be stressed, but go on over and strike up a cona man with only technical training versation. You'll both appreciate WORK TO BE DONE
is not a well rounded engineer and it.
An "urgent" call has come from
the world is now more than ever in
the Civil Service Commission for
need of real engineers.
WAR PROFS:
college women to take federal jobs
J. R. Martin, Simpsonville (2).
We heard on good authority that as junior engineers at $2,500. TuiI think this is a splendid idea! the profs were told at the last fa- tion-free, government sponsored
Many boys are wanting to finish culty meeting that the administra- 10-week training courses, now untheir courses as quickly as possible. tion thought that they (the profs) derway at many colleges, will qualIt will make it possible for more were patriotic enough to go ahead ify those without engineering
trained men to be turned over to and take on a double
teaching training.
load by teaching the aviation cathe Army sooner.
The government also can use
E. M. Harper, Lancaster (1). I dets and the engineering cadets college-trained women as accountam in favor of it. The more we when they get there, without any ing and auditing assistants at $2,can learn and the quicker we can increase in pay, if it was neces- 000, economists and statisticians at
learn it the better off we with be. sary.—But from all we can gather $2,600 and up.
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115 Contestants Report For Boxing Classes
Men Needed For
Heavy Classes
Congratulations to the A & R Officers- They have
come through with a good beginning of a worthy job. Under their supervision the obstacle course has been crowded
every afternoon lately. Though some of the officers have
had to make it compulsory on their companys they have
succeeded in getting the cadets there and the cadets now
' seem to get a big kick out of it.
Keep up the good work, men, and in the mean time
it would be d wonderful idea to devote a little more time
to intramural basketball and boxing.
Out of more than seventy basketball games scheduled,
there has been approximately forty-three times that teams
did not report for their games. It is things like this that are
so discouraging to intramurals and that make the work
of the athletic officers look so inefficiently.
WORK BEGINS FOR INTRAMURAL BOXERS
The intramural boxers began working out this week
and from the gossip we hear, quite a number of boys
are planning to compete in the tournament.
This tournament will be a lot of fun for all of us;
both to those fighting and to the spectators, so let's
talk it up and look forward to several thrilled packed
nights.
We know of no one on the campus that would be
more capable of training the contestants than Ralph
Smith. He knows his boxing, having been appointed
by Coach Howard to coach the 1942 Tiger varsity
pugilist after the departure of Coach Walter Cox to
the army.
TRACK MATERIAL IS STILL NEEDED
Coach Norman informs us that the biggest trouble
with the track team is the lack of material. Several
men are working out hard every day but there are
still a lot that signed up for uniforms that haven't
come out.
Track is one sport in which very little or no previous training is necessary, os if you have an idea that
you can run, throw the shot or discus, or jump, come
out and give it a try and you may be surprised at your
abilityBASKETBALL SEASON ENDS
Our luckless basketeers have brought down the curtain on another season and the record they made is not
very complimentary. Though we believe our boys tried
hard and gave their best, they just couldn't click at the
right times and seemed never to be able to get together.
Bob Moise, "Hawk" Craig, Wes Freeny, Frank Hill,
Walt Sears, and some of the others turned in some thrilling performances on the hardwood though they never
were much benefit when the final score was added.
SPRING PRACTICE ENDS
Wednesday's intra-squad game marked the end of
the current spring football session. Coach Howard cut
practice a week and three days short in order to devote all his time to baseball practice which will begin
next week.
We are asked quite frequently what our chances for
a football team next year are. Personally, we think our
chances are almost out, especially if the Army takes
over. But in case there is a team, and the army doesn't
call any more of the players, we will have enough men
for two pretty fair teams. And again, there will still
be next year's freshmen that will be eligible under the
new rule.
__
Twenty-eight men were out for spring practice
when it ended. Of this number, eight are juniors (this
year) that have another year of eligibility while some
have two more years. The juniors are: Ross, right tackle;
Bill Smith, left tackle; Melvin Smith, right end; Cox and
Austell, centers; Mimms, guard; Butler, tailback; and
Franklin, wingback.
With the exception of Cox, who was a transfer student
and a bohunk last year, all these men have had at least
one year of playing experience.
There are nine sophomores. These are: Manley, left
end; Sullivan, tailback; . McCown, fullback; Brown, full. back; Nalley, right tackle; Fisher, tailback; Poe, wingback; Timme, guard; and Mcllwain, blocking back- Three
of this number, Nalley, Poe, and Timme, were bohunks
and have three years of eligibility.
Last, but by all means not least, are the freshmen.
They number thirteen and incidentally, have proven very
valuable material. The "rats" are: Sanford and King, right
ends; Smith, left tackle; Pettigrew, Gray and Traynham,
guards; Hough and Williams, blocking backs; Fagan, and
MaCauley, wingback; Sistrunk, left end; Morgan, fullback;
and Cochran, tailback.
Of the total number, only five are lettermen—Ross,
Bill Smith, Butler, Franklin and McCown.
Plans are still being made, according to Dr. Milford, to
use what material is left and have a team next year but
if the army calls all the enlisted reserves we see no way
possible for a Tiger football squad until after the war.
COACH HOWARD WILL TRAIN CADETS
Coach Howard has been appointed to give the air cadets
stationed here their physical training. He will be assisted
by Coach Rogers. The cadets will have two hours of physical training each day—one in the morning under Coach
Howard and one in the evening under Coach Rogers.
They will use the college athletic equipment, including the gyms and the obstacle course. Their athletic
program will consist of calisthenics and all type of games.
CRAIG TOPS SCORING IN STATE
We congratulate "Hawk" Craig for his excellent
scoring through the past basketball season- He racked
up a total of 210 points during the season which was
exactly twenty points more than his closest competitor.
Parrish, of Presbyterian, scored 190 points.
ODDS 'N ENDS: John Dickson, former Tiger football
player and track star, reported to the army air corps in
Miami last week . . . Our friends, the air cadets, really
believe in drilling and do it with a lot of interest . . . This
is the first time in several years that Clemson has not
been represented in the annual indoor track meet at the
University of North Carolina.

New Shipment of Navy Style White
'V Shirts ... 75c
Slip-on Part Wool Sweaters
$1.50
White, Khaki and Black Anklets
3 for
$1.00
—SEE—

HOKE SLOAN

NEW SPRING GOODS ARRIVING

Race For Brigad
Championship I
Basketball C

Intramural boxing got off to a big
start this week as Ralph Smith and
members of the Block C club began
coaching classes for the contestants.
Approximately 115 cadets reported
during the first few nights.
The largest number reporting are
in the classes ranging from 130 to
160 pounds. No one weighing over
180 pounds has yet reported. The
heavy weight division was expected to be one of the most exciting
in the tournament but the "big
boys" have failed to turn out.
Members of the committee conducting the tournament say that they
cannot understand why the larger
boys are "laying around" and the
smaller boys are working so hard.
Also, the committee request the
Doys now working out to not get
discouraged and quit just because
there is so much competition in
their respective classes. The greater the number of contestants, the
more successful the tournament.

Ralph Smith Has
Had Experience
Handling Boxers

Ralph Smith, who is conducting the intramural boxing classes, is shown signing up some of the contestants as they
reported for practice. Approximately 115

cadets have begun work for the tourna
ment. Men are still needed in the heavy
classes.

By TOM McILWAIN
Ralph Smith, who is conducting
the boxing classes for the boys that
are to compete in the intramural
tournament,
has for three years
helped with Clemson boxing teams.
Although never a fighter himself,
he has been interested in fighters,
um is his second heaven.
Since his grammar school days
he has been interested in lighters.
Line ups:
As a kid, he hung around the
Orange
Pos.—White
gyms near Charleston, his home
RE—Sanford
Smith, M. H
town, learning the fundamentals
Smith, W. H.
RT—Ross
of the sport. In high school he
Mimms
RG—Timme
Baseball practice will begin
helped with the boxing teams. It
Austell
C—Austell
Monday, March 8, according to
In the third full length game of LG—Pettigrew
was there that he seconded for
Grey
an
announcement
made by
Louie Lempesis, former champion
spring practice, two picked foot- LT—Reynolds
Smith, W. N.
Coach Howard.
boxer at the Citadel. Ralph aiso
Sistrunk
ball teams battled to a scoreless LE—Manley
If the weather does not perhelped with the Charleston GoldHough
BB—Marbury
mit
outdoor
work
practices
will
tie
Saturday
in
the
new
stadium.
en Gloves team a few years ago.
Brown
FB—McCown
probably be held inside.
The
game
was
rough
and
hard
At Clemson Ralph has
Helped
TB—Fisher
Sullivan
Coach Howard's chief worry
fought,
though
no
serious
injuries
both Coach Bob Jones and Coach
Franklin
HB—Poe
will be developing good pitchwere sustained.
Walter Cox, former boxing tutors.
Subs: Orange—Cochran White:
ers. He will have lettermen for
Marbury
and
Hough,
both
blockWhen Coach Cox was called into
every position.
ing backs, chose sides and acted Butler, Cumbie.
the army, the Tiger team
had
Some of the players have alas captains of their teams. Coach
lacked one more match finishing
ready
been working out and
Howard took charge of Hough's
the season. This left the
team
are determined to have a sucteam, in orange jerseys, and Coach
without a coach and the responsicessful season.
Rogers handled Marbury's team, in
bility fell to Ralph. He took over
white jerseys.
the leadership and did a great job.
Only once did either team come
He was also second for Warren
American cultural values are reApplications will be accepted for
Wilson, champion Southern Con- ceiving increased emphasis in the close to scoring and that was in
the bacteriologists for filling future
ference heavy weight, when he was newly revised under-graduate cur- the second quarter when
here.
riculum of Georgetown university. oranges tried for four successive needs in that field by the Civil
Ralph is the type of person who
Dx*. Walter H. Eddy, profesor times to cross the line from the Service Commission, Washington,
had rather stay in the back-ground emeritus of physiological chemistry five yard mark but never got any D. C, until further notice. ,
Applicants must have completed
and let his boys receive the glory. at Colurribia university, has been further than the one foot line.
One of the most spectacular plays a 4-year college course leading to
He is always confident that his appointed chairman of the departmen will whip the opponents and ment of nutrition and related sci- of the game was when Marbury a bachelor's degree. There are no
this attitude has helped many to ences at the New York Institute tackled Sullivan, orange tailback, age limits and no written tests will
with a powerful blow and both be given.
win.
of dietetics.
boys hit the ground cold.
Applications and complete inforRoss, white tackle, was the de- mation may be obtained at firstfensive star of the game and kept and second-class post offices, from
the oranges in check all after- civil service regional offices, and
the Civil Service Commission at
noon.
Leo Fisher, tailback, got off sev- Washington.
eral long punts to keep his team
out of the hole.
Dartmouth college is opening a
Butler, orange tailback, saw very separate department of geography,
little action due to a sprained ankle in recognition of the global charBy Don Meade
received last week in practice.
acter of the war.
"Sports promotes friendship. I
have formed many close friendships
with men I have played with and
against in various sports." This is
the opinion expressed by Robert
(Bob) Moise, popular captain of the
Clemson basketball team. With his
exceptional ability to make friends,
it is easy to see why he has a great
COMPANY, INC.
many of them scattered throughout the South and Southeast.
His popularity on the campus is
surpassed by few.
This talent,
coupled with high qualities of leadership, has placed him in a position
of importance here at Clemson.
Bob is a member of the A. S. M. E.,
Gamma Alpha Mu, Blue Key, Senior Council, secretary of the
Block "C" Club, and president of
the Company Commanders Club.
His capability in sports dates
back many years. While attending drop the latter when he found it
grammar school in Sumter, S. C, interfered with his basketball. He
where he was born in 1921, Bob was has played first string guard on
a member of the local Y. M. C. A. the varsity for two years at Clemmidget swimming team. He won son, but was laid up most of last
first place in the 75-yard medley year with an injured leg.
With Bob's ability to form'
in the Mid-Atlantic meet held in
Charlotte, N. C. In high school, friends, determination to succeed in
he lettered in football, basketball, whatever he undertakes, extreme
modesty concerning his own accomand swimming.
Coming to Clemson, Bob was on plishments, and inherent quickness
the freshman basketball team and of thought, he should make a fine
swimming team, but was forced to officer when he enters the army.

Neither Team Able To Score
In Football Practice Game
Baseball Practice
Will Begin Monday

Butler Sees Little
Action Because Of
Sprained Ankle

Civil Service, Will
Accept Applicants
For Bacteriologist

Bob Moise Likes Sports Because
Of The Close Friendships Formed

By JOE SEAMAN
Intrammural sports activities are
expected to reach a new high next
week as the long-awaited basketball tournament gets underway and
boxing returns to the intramural
program after being abandoned for
three years.
Interest in the cage carnival has
been doubled in the past week and
several companies have displayed
fast, smooth-clicking quintets well
prepared for the tournament which
opens Monday, March 8. Companies H-2, C-2, and B-l are ahead of
the pack with clean slates, but
G-l, A-2, and F-l have given warning that they are out for high
stakes with snappy play this week.
•Intramural Sports Director Joe
Sherman stated that every team,
except the two who play in the
finals, will have a shot at the consolation title. Standings of
the
teams compiled
after tomorrow
night's games will determine the
pairings, for the first round of the
tourney. Unreported ties will count
against the teams as losses. The
ten top ranking quintets will be given byes, and lots will be drawn to
match the other 12 companies.
Three sets of prizes spur the 22
competing teams. Awards will be
given the champions, the runnerups, and the winner of the consolation play-off.
Over one hundred cadets answered Joe Sherman's*call to inaugurate intramural boxing again.
Enthusiasts ranging in weight from
110 to over 200 pounds began preparing for the bouts which are
slated for the week of March 15.
Plans are
well underway for a
"Big Night" of both basketball and
boxing to be staged for the entertainment of the cadets about the
middle of this month and Mr.
Holtzendorff has assured the pugilist champs of medals.
Company K-2 carted away all
honors on the obstacle course during the past week. Cadets Arthur
Trumpore, a freshman from Beaufort, made short work of the obstacles and breezed over the course
in an unofficial time of only 56
seconds. William F. Thompson, also of K-2 and a junior from Marion, has the next best unofficial
time recorded, having sped over the
course in 59 seconds.
Basketball
standings
through
Monday:
Team
W
L
Pet.
H-2
6
0
1.000
C-2
6
0
1.000
B-l
5
0
1.000
A-2
6
1
.857
G-l.. .. _
5
1
.833
D-2 .._„.. ..4
2
.667
K-l.. 3
2
.600
C-l „ _ •
.4
3
.571
L-2.. .. _
4
3
.571
L-l
5
4
.556
K-2
_ .3
4
.429
G-2
2
3
.400
1-1 ..
_ _ .. -.2
3
.400
Band
2
3
.400
M-2 „.._.. ..2
4
.333
1-2
2
5
.286
F-l.. _..„.. -2
5
.286
F-2 ........ ..1
4
-200
E-l
_ .. -1
4
.200
B-2.. ..
..1
6
.146
E-2
0
5
.000
A-l
-0
6
.000

HAWK" CRAIG

"Hawk" Craig Is
Top Basketball
Scorer In State
Clemson's fast breaking forward,
"Hawk" Craig, was top individual
scorer in the recently completed
state basketball race.
Craig racked up a total of 210
points during 16 games to give him
an average of 13.1 points per game.
His closests rivals were Parrish
of Presbyterian and Martin of
South Carolina. Parrish had a total
of 190 points which was twenty
points under Craigs mark.
Being a senior, this was Craig's
last season of basketball for the
Tigers. He has been a star football player as well as basketball
star during his stay at Clemson.
Use of cadet teachers from the ■
school of education at Western
Maryland college is being tried in
nearby secondary schools with considerable success.

BODIFORB
DRY
CLEANERS

Uniforms and Cits Cleaned
and Pressed at Reasonable
Prices
WE DO ALTERATING
AND REPAIRING

Welcome
Air Cadets
And Officers
The next thing
to mother's
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Greenville, S. C.
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Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

THE L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

Clemson's 2,300 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . ..

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry

P. S. McCOLLU M, Owner
THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE

PHONE 4311

CLEMSON, S. C.
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South's Most Interesting C cilege New
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uccess In College Attributed
lo Outstanding Clemson Senior

Aviation Cadet Henry G. Stone, a student at Clemson
from '39 to '42, of Florence, talks over a "buddy flight"
with his friend Vander L. Smith, of Camden, before
they take their basic trainer plane up over Oklahoma.
The are stationed at the Enid Army Flying School,
Okla. Cadet Stone was a member of the Clemson Flying Cadets from '39 to '42*.

Spencer McMaster Has Paid Own
Way Through Clemson College
By Ed Price
In the three years that Spencer
R. McMaster, animal husbandry
'44, of Winnsboro, has been at
Clemson, his parents haven't had
to pay any part of his expenses.
He even has enough money in the
bank to pay for his senior year if
the Army doesn't call him before
then.
Winning a Sears Scholarship, he
had all of his expenses for his
freshman year paid for. In subsequent years, McMaster has worked
in the summer to obtain money for
his college education. While at
Clemson, his spending money is
made by working in the mess hall,
this year being a junior headwaiter.
For several years, McMaster has
been active in the field of animal
husbandry.
Buying thin beef in
the fall„ he pastures it for the winter, fattens it up in the summer,
and sells the fattened steers for a
slight profit.
Last fall he sold seven steers
weighing an average of 800 to 900
pounds each.
When he bought
them, the price of thin beef had
been low, at the entrance of the
United States into the war, the
price of all beef immediately went
up, and when he sold his steers,
he naturally made an excellent
profit.
At present, however, the prices of
thin beef and fattened beef are
very close in value. As a result,
McMaster must rely on his other
vocations to make the majority of
his money.
In the past, he has worked in
the summer as a field' officer in
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration. In his capacity as a
field officer, it was his job to go
to various farms in the state and
judge whether or not their crops
were correctly balanced, or if they
were growing too much of a single
crop, such as cotton or corn.
He is a member of Alpha Zeta,
national honorary agricultural fraternity, and the Animal Husbandry
Club.
Though not a member of the 4-H
Club at Clemson, McMaster was an
active member during his high
■ school years. He specialized in raising beef calves for exhibition at
fairs, once winning a first prize in
its weight class for a Beef calf that
weighed
between 300 and 400
pounds.
McMaster has apparently taken
a close interest in his class work
here at Clemson, for his grades
have been consistently above average.

By Henderson Kempson
Success in college is the ultimate
goal of every student, and can be
attained only by character, capability, initiative, earnestness, application to studies, hard work,
personality, disposition and leadership. These qualities are possessed by one of Clemson's most
outstanding students; W. H. Parks,
mechanical engineer '43 of Hickory, N. C.
Bill, as he is known to his fellow students began his studies in
the fall of '39, and is the third
member of the Parks family to enroll at Clemson. He did not enter Clemson to continue the family tradition, but selected Clemson
to further his education because of
the splendid Engineering course
offered here.
Following his first year in school
he decided to undertake a double
major, and at the beginning of his
sophomore year scheduled Electrical along with Mechanical Engineering. As the months passed he
realized that he should devote all
his time to Mechanical Engineering, and in doing so began to distinguish himself as an outstanding
engineering student. He established himself further in the engineering class by being elected to the
Tau Beta Pi and A. S. M. E. honor fraternities, and a member of

Taps Work Closing;
May Be Out In April

the editorial staff of the Slip Stick.
Now in his senior year, and with
three years of hard study behind
him, his quality of leadership is
shown by his election as president
of Tau Beta Pi, chairman of
A. S. M .E., Editor of the Slip
Stick, member of Phi Kappa Phi,
Who's Who Among American College Students, and a member of the
Honor Council.
These achievements are the results of his untiring willingness to take advantage of the opportunities afforded
him.
During the summer, he, along
with seven other Clemson students,
were employed by the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company
of Charlotte, North Carolina. By
doing this type of work he was
able to obtain practical experience
i that will prove advantageous to
him in the future.
When the Signal Corp was established at Clemson, he enrolled
and upon graduation will be sent to
Signal Corp School.
When the doors of the Engineering building close behind him, and
the last pages of his life at Clemson are written, he will be remembered by his professors as an ideal
student, and to the future graduates of Mechanical Engineering as
a model Engineer.

weeny Was Chief Engineer For
antee-Cooper River Project

The last copy and pictures for
Taps, the Clemson College Annual, is in composition now and
will be sent to the printers in Columbia and the engravers in Atlanta by the end of this week. Copy
has been sent at intervals during
the entire year and almost threequarters of the proof has been
returned.
The date for issue of Taps is still
indefinite, but will probably be in
April as in former years.

By GRAHAM REYNOLDS
Professor F. R. Sweeney's of the
engineering department, has oeen
responsible for the- plans and calculations connected with some of
the South's foremost Hydra-electric projects. He was Chief Engineer for the Santee Cooper, and a
consulting engineer for the construction of the Buzzard
Roost
project.
A graduate of Clemson in
the
class of '06, Mr. Sweeney has been
a member of the faculty on three
different occasions. Soon after his
graduation, the well known engineer came here to teach. Since
that time he has left and rejoined
the teaching staff twice.
Mr. Sweeney's tallents are not
alone confined to that branch of
work dealing with power
plants,
but are distributed to include Mechanical, Electrical, and Architectural engineering. He has helped
with the planning details of many
of the more
recently constructed
buildings on the campus.
A well versed and highly intelligent man, the Professor can talk
business on almost any subject.
He has
a grading
personality
which helps him to taik '.n many
levels so that
anyone can understand.
Since the war began, several government jobs have been offered to
Professor Sweeney. Each time he
has seen fit to refuse. His refusals
have not been from an unpatriotic
standpoint, but more from a belief that his best effort can be given by imparting some of his experience to [Others here.

Ten Former Cadets
Taking Pre-Flight
Ten former students of Clemson
have reported
to the Army Air
Forces Pre-Flight School for Piolts
at Maxwell Field, Ala. These' men
received their preliminary training
at the Nashville Army Air Center
in Nashville, Tennessee.
These cadets are receiving nine
weeks of intensive physical, .military and academic instruction
at
Maxwell Field, preparatory to beginning their actual flight training
at one of the primary flying schools
located in
the Army Air Forces
Southeast Training Center.
These men are R. H. Cauthen, of
Orangeburg, who received his B. S.
degree in 1940, R. E. Briscoe
of
Moncks Corner, J. S. Bundrick of
Camden, C. E. Coleman of Charlotte, N. C., C. 1>. Craig, of Asheville,
N. C, D. D.
Duncan of
Blacksburg, T. R. Hagood of Sapartanburg, F. B. Hill of Greenville,
C. M. Parkins
of Arlington, Va.,
and R. S. Rogers of McColl.

Lt. Thackston Dies
After Auto Accident

Victory Garden
Campaign Boosted

Lt. Richard
King
Thackston,
dairying '40, died last Friday night
in a New Haven, Conn, hospital.
Lt. Thackston, U. S. N. Rd., was
injured in an automobile accident
last week. His injuries included a
broken thigh bone, broken collar
bone, and a fractured skull.
Thackston was one of the very
few, if not the only, student
to
complete a four year dairy course
in three years. He did post graduate work
at Cornell University,
and, until several months ago, was
I manager of the Thackston Dairy in
i Greenville.

"More Food * Through
Victory
Gardens" is the. title
of a new
Clemson publication, circular 228,
just issued by the extension service, in which the appeal to each
citizen is, "Do your part to help
win the war—grow a victory garden."
This publication may be secured
from County farm agents,
and
county home demonstration agents
or from the Publications Division
at Clemson.

Former Colonel Weds
Second Lieutenant
Former honorary Cadet Col- ■
onel, Miss Nancy Gilder Coleman, was wedded on Wednesday evening,
February 17, at
eight o'clock.
Miss Coleman
was married to Lt. R. H. Wallace at her home in
Greenwood.
Lt. Wallace, who has just received his commission, attended Furman and the University
of S. C.

Beta Sigma Chi To
Hold Its Banquet
In a meeting
held on Monday
night, Beta Sigma Chi, low country social fraternity,
plans were
made for the banquet to be held
on March 12.
The formal
initiation for the
"Scullions" tapped two weeks ago
will be held on March 9.
Also discussed at the
meeting
was the annual partial scholarship
given to the high school graduate,
living within a fifty mile radius of
Charleston, who makes the highest
grade on the scholarship quiz.
LEE COMMISSIONED
Averette Tindal Lee, former student of Clemson, has been commissioned a second lieutenant in the
air corps from Pence Field, Moultrie, Ga.
Lt. Lee, former football player
at Greenville High, was employed
as a draftsman before entering the
air corps.

Colonel Dumas Urgent Need For More Women!
Sends Message Work On Red Cross Dressings
By Short Wave

LT. COL. T. M. FARIS
Thomas M. Faris, horticulture '24 of Fort Mill, has been
promoted from major to the
rank of lieutenant-colonel, the
military authorities at New Orleans, La., announced last
week.
Colonel Faris, before his induction in the army two years
ago, was agricultural agent of
the Louisville and NashvDle
Railroad. (Photograph by U. S.
Army).

"Scoop" Latimer
Receives Letter
From Gradual
Lt. C. F. Ballentine, industrial
education '39, recently sent "Scoop"
Latimer, sports editor, Greenville
News a "V" letter from New Guinea, where he is now stationed.
Also stationed there is Thomas S.
Milford, agronomy '29 of Clemson.
Lt. Ballentine was a basketball
coach and teacher at Taylors before entering the army.
The letter dated January 27,
read:
"Dear Scoop:
"Have a little time off and
thought I'd catch up with the correspondence. Have been reading
a good many of your columns since
I've been on this island and have
enjoyed them very much.
Too
bad we don't get them oftener.
Lots of times we learn the whereabouts of some friend or fellow
officer through your column.
"Had a nice chat with Tom Millford of Clemson. He's here now.
Incidentally, I gave him all the
copies of the Greenville News that
I had and he appreciated them
Very much.
"Well, the sports situation looks
a bit unsettled, doesn't it? I hope
sports aren't discontinued for the
duration. After being on this island for a while, I find that a person needs all the physical training he can get. Name a better way
to build one up physically other
than various sports and athletic
activities. There aren't any that
work as well. Tell the person that
argues against physical fitness
through athletics to try the jungles for a while. He'll change his
mind.
"As ever,
"BALLENTINE."

Mrs. Albert H. Dumas, wife of
Colonel Dumas, former assistant P.
M. S. & T. at Clemson, received
a long distance call from Long
Beach, Calif., and was surprised to
hear Colonel Duma's voice, as he
is a prisoner of the Japanese. She
soon found out that she was listening to a recording of a Japanese
short wave broadcast which had
been picked up and recorded in
the United States, and was being
played to her over the long distance hookup.
Later, Mrs. Dumas received a
text of the recording from the
Prevost Marshall general office,
Washington, D. C. The message
she received was as follows:
"Am exceedingly happy to send
first message. Living in pleasant
climate. Am feeling fine, not wounded, and weighing 155 pounds (he
originally weighed about 210).
"Hope you are feeling fine-keep
up morale. Have comfortable quarters. Send beef concentrates, sweets,
and nuts. Hope you received birthday greetings. Thinking of you
daily and planning many good
times when together again. Love
to the family."
At present, Colonel Dumas is
being held prisoner on the island
of Taiwan, one of the Philippine
group captured by the Japanese
last year. Recently, Mrs. Dumas
received thirty-seven letters from
him at one time through the International Red Cross.
According to rulings, only next
of kin can send packages to war
prisoners, and they must have permission of the War Department,
and obtain War Department labels
for the packages. However, friends
and relatives may write letters to
them.
Colonel Dumas's address is:
Colonel Albert H. Dumas, U. S. A.
Interned by Japan at Taiwan
Formerly of the Philippine Islands
Care of Japanese Red Cross
Tokyo, Japan
via New York, N. Y.

V-5 Opens Again
To 17 Year Olds
Ensign A. J. Fuller, U. S. N. R.,
of the Naval Aviation Cadet Selection Board of Atlanta, Ga., was
on the campus on Monday night
for the purpose of interviewing cadets interested in Naval Aviation.
He pointed out that the only persons eligible for enlistment
in
Class V-5 naval aviation, were those
men who have not yet reached their
eighteenth birthday, and who graduated in the upper half of their
high school class.
Ensign Fuller also drew attention
to the fact that those seventeen
year olds who enlist as apprentice seamen, Class V-5, will receive
a year of college training, prior to
their actual flight training. All in
all, their training will last approximately eighteen months,under the
present setup. Additional information may be secured from
the
commanding officer' of the Naval
Aviation Cadet Selection Board in
Atlanta.

The surgical dressings committee
of the Red Cross at Clemson, under the direction of Mrs. H. M.
Pool, chairman has received all
materials and is now working to
meet the large March quota. The
aid of more campus women is badly needed, and Mrs. Pool is calling on every lady to contribute all
possible time to this highly important work.
The quotas assigned to Clemson
are unusually large for such a
small community, and the War
Department is particularly anxious
that the Red Cross fill these quotas
completely.
This need is shown more clearly
as stated in a letter from the
Administrative
Volunteer Special
Services group of the National Red
Cross to Mrs. Pool. It says: "As
a result of conferences held this
week with the War Department, it
was found that 180,000,000 surgical
dressings will be needed by March
15 in order to meet the requirements
of the SurgeoiVs General office.
This means that our production
program must be speeded up immediately. It is imperative that all
material now on hand be completed and shipped as soon as
possible. The War Department is
now relying upon us for its entire stock of these dressings and
we must meet their requirements.
Please make every effort to complete each month's quotas within
30 days after receipts of material."
Work on surgical dressings is
carried on at a well equipped room
in the new Textile Building. Work
periods are:
Monday, Wednesday, 8 to 10 p, m.
Tuesday, Wednesday,' Friday, 9 to
12 a. m.
Thursday, 2 to 5 p. m.
Saturday, 10 to 12 a. m.
At the present time there are
about 100 to 120 campus ladies at
work on these dressings. This number is not adequate for finishing
of the large March quota of 9,000—4x4 dressings. All women not
now engaged in this work should
realize that it is of the utmost importance that they help, and either get in touch with Mrs. Pool or
come to any of the regular work
sessions for assignments.

CAPT. W. L. RICHBOURG
Shown above it W. L. Richbourg, high honor mechanical engineering graduate of
1941, who was recently promoted to captain in the Army Air
Forces.
Captain Richbourg
went into the Air Corps as a
private in September, 1941. He
is stationed at Tobyhanna, Pa.

LaMasters Addresses
Fellowship Meeting
J. P. LaMasters, head of the
Dairy department, addressed the
Fellowship club at the regular
meeting on Tuesday night. In accordance with the new program,
which will have professors from
the various departments tell of the
work and faculty of the departments they represent, Professor LaMasters told of the dairy department and its place at Clemson.
Professor Carl Epting is the
chairman of the Program Commistee which evolved the new schedule
of programs.

Three Members Taken
Chemistry Library
Into Cotillion Club
To Be Reconditioned Three new members were taken
the Cotillion Club, faculty soBy Alpha Chi Sigma into
cial organization last week.
Alpha Chi Sigma, national professional society for chemists, will
repair and recondition the chemistry library in the chemistry building.
In its present condition, the library is of little use to the students
because the books are in great ^disorder.
The members of the society are
going to
index the volumes and
will try to obtain others that will
be of aid to those students taking
chemistry. Since the library would
be used more between four o'clock
and long roll, members will be selected to care for it at those hours.

The new members are Professor
Y. B. Crouch, of the physics department, Professor G. E. Hoffman, of the architecture department, and Professor F. H. McIntosh, of the English
department.

GARRETT-McSWAIN
The marriage of Miss May Garrett and Sergt. William McSwain
took place on Feb. 20 in Gaffney.
Sergt. McSwain is a former
Clemson student. After a short
wedding trip, he will resume his
place as staff sergeant in Camp
Blanding, Fla.
»
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CRTJM DIES
Henry Cecil Cram, agriculture
'07 of Denmark, died at his residence after a brief illness. He had
St. Louis and Washington Uni- spent his entire life in Denmark
versities in St. Louis soon will en- and at ..the time of his death was
roll students who have completed employed as government appraiser
Four Clemson graduates, already only three or three and a half by the federal government and the
war department.
holding commissions in some years of high school work.
branch of the Army, have recently
completed pre-flight pilot training
at San Antonio Aviation Cadet
Center, Texas.
Assigned to primary flying schools
of the Army Air Forces Gulf Coast
ANDERSON'S LARGEST AND FINEST
Training Center are Lieutenant
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Albert P. King, agriculture '41, of
Ninety Six; Lieutenant Thomas E.
Garrison, Jr., of Anderson, vocational agricultural education '42;
Lieutenant Manchester B. Watson,
Jr., general science '42, of Greenville; and Lieutenant Roland A.
Scott, mechanical engineering '42,
of Biddleford, Maine.

Four Grads Complete
Pre-Flight Training

THE CALHOUN HOTEL
CLEMSON CADETS ALWAYS

Students, Don't Forget To Write Now For A Date For The

WELCOME AT

Sports Day Program At Clemson On Saturday, March 20.
The First 110 Boys Who Get Girls

Will

Have

Priority

Sleeping Accommodations.
Intramural sports programs, semi-finals in basketball, preliminaries in
intramural boxing are some of the features of the evening. Also a square
dance, basketball games between girls representing several colleges,
music by a girls college glee club, a group picnic on the Seneca River
Saturday afternoon and«many other interesting features ought to help
make this a mighty pleasant occasion for you and your visitor. Numerous campus groups are being asked to help sponsor this occasion.
There will be three Vespers services at Clemson on Sunday, at two
o'clock and at six o'clock will be the regular Vespers program and at sixthirty o'clock in auditorium No. 2 a Vespers program for the air cadets.
Sports reels, travel reels, PEARL HARBOR and news will*be shownThese will be shown free for cadets, Clemson students, faculty folk and
visitorsComing to Clemson on March 10, Homer Loh, an outstanding Chinese
student will be available to speak to student groups.

For

MAYFAIR GRILL

Kingoff's, Inc.

Make This Your Headquarters While

"Anderson's Quality
Credit Jewelers"

You Are In Anderson, S. C.

129 North Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C.

Watch Repairing
A Specialty

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

When You Are Really
Hungry For A

GOOD STEAK
—Visit—

CHARLIE'S
STEAK HOUSE

—AT—

SULLIVA1V
HARDWARE CO. 1 ^
Anderson, South Carolina

Greenville, S. C.

IT has been estimated that 63,000 telephone calls are
necessary in the building of one 10,000-ton cargo ship.
And America is sending these vessels down the ways by
the hundreds.

Good pictures are becoming increasingly difficult to secure. Some pictures coming to Clemson soon:
March 4-5—Panama Hattie.
March 5-6—Powers Girl.

March 6—Kings Row
March 8-9—The Great Impersonation.

March 11-12—Thunder Birds — Icecapade Review.

Army Officers Uniforms
CARRIED IN STOCK
We are outfitting large numbers of reserve officers who
are entering Active Service

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE,

rcui

SOUTH CAROLINA

We cannot build additional facilities because materials
for telephone equipment are going into war weapons.
Yet today the men and women of the Bell System are
handling more telephone calls than ever before —about
90 million conversations a day. It's an important wartime
job. It will continue to be done well.

